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Abstract

Control dependence forms the basis for many program analyses, such as program
slicing. Recent work on control dependence analysis has led to new definitions
of dependence that can allow for reactive programs with their necessarily non–
terminating computations. One important such definition is the definition of
Weak Order Dependence, which was introduced to generalize classical control
dependence for a Control Flow Graph (CFG) without end nodes. In this paper
we show that for a CFG where all nodes are reachable from each other, weak
order dependence can be expressed in terms of traditional control dependence
where one node has been converted into an end node.
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1. Introduction

Dependence analysis allows us to capture, formalise and investigate the po-
tential and actual interactions between parts of a software system. These inter-
actions may be complex. However, because a change potentially has an impact
upon its transitive dependents, understanding these dependencies is an impor-
tant part of assessing and managing the process of software development and
its improvement.

Dependence analysis has proved to be widely applicable, with application ar-
eas including program comprehension [10], software maintenance [9], testing and
debugging [3, 11], impact analyses [5, 20], virus detection [15], integration [4],
refactoring [14], restructuring, reverse engineering and reuse [6].
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Typically research in dependence analysis has considered two primary forms
of dependence: data dependence and control dependence. Data dependence is
relatively uncontroversial. It occurs between two parts of the program which
define and then subsequently use a value. The value computed at the definition
is said to flow (by data dependence) to the site at which the value is used. The
using site is said to ‘(data) depend’ upon the defining site.

By contrast, control dependence has proved to be a more complex and sub-
tle property, that requires careful formulation. Early formulations of control
dependence such as Weiser’s ‘colour dominance’ [21], were superseded by a now
more standard definition, which was captured in terms of reachability and post
dominance in the Control Flow Graph(CFG) [8]. The definition of Ferrante, Ot-
tenstein and Warren became very widely accepted and was used by many other
authors, forming the basis for the popular Program Dependence Graph [16] and
System Dependence Graph [12].

However, traditional control dependence applies only to programs that are
able to terminate normally, i.e., that have CFGs with a unique end node. This
renders traditional control dependence inapplicable for handling computations
that purposefully do not terminate such as in embedded systems controllers,
operating systems and other forms of so-called ‘reactive systems’. Such systems
simply cannot be ignored; it is estimated that by 2010 there will be 16 billion
embedded systems worldwide, rising to 40 billion by 2020 [2].

Ranganath et al. [19] and Amtoft [1] address this problem by introducing new
definitions of control dependence for arbitrary CFGs, so as to handle CFGs with
zero end nodes (and even CFGs with multiple end nodes). Furthermore, the
authors categorise control dependence as being either non-termination sensitive
or non-termination insensitive.

Non-termination sensitive control dependence (NTSCD) [19] is sensitive to
non-termination and when used together with Decisive Order Dependence (DOD) [19]
leads to slices that preserve termination properties i.e. the observable behaviour
of the slice is infinite exactly when the original is.

Weak Order Dependence (WOD) [1] is insensitive to non-termination and
leads to slices that allow the termination domain to increase i.e. loops that do
not influence relevant values are sliced away. This definition has been shown
to generalise traditional notions of control dependence given in terms of CFGs
with a unique end node. However, it requires researchers to abandon the defi-
nitions and concepts with which they have been familiar for over two decades.
This paper seeks to overcome this conceptual difficulty by showing how this
new notion of control dependence can be re-formulated in terms of traditional
dependence for a wide class of Control Flow Graphs.

The class of Control Flow Graphs we consider is those for which every node is
reachable from every other node. This is a very wide class of graphs; it includes,
for example, those originally envisaged by Ferrante, Ottenstein and Warren in
their seminal paper on the Program Dependence Graph [8]. Some of our results
can even be applied to graphs that are not strongly connected, as long as the
nodes in question are reachable from all other nodes.

Traditional control dependence is a relation between two nodes, in which one
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node controls the execution of another. By contrast, weak order dependence,
which captures not only the traditional control dependence but also the ordering
relationships between nodes in irreducible regions of a CFG, requires a ternary
relation. The fundamental insight that underlies our re-formulation is that
capturing control dependence in the presence of ordering relations requires the
participation of three nodes simply because one of the three has to play the
role of a ‘local pseudo end node’. Using this insight, we are able to reformulate
Weak Order Dependence (a ternary relation) in terms of traditional control
dependence (a binary relation).

The contribution of this paper is a formal proof of the equivalence of our
reformulation of the Weak Order Dependence Relation in terms of traditional
control dependence, in the style of Ferrante, Ottenstein and Warren. This
reformulation allows us to think of the new notions of control dependence in
terms of the more familiar control dependence used, for example, in the System
Dependence Graph [12] and in Weiser’s Program slicing algorithm [22].

2. Preliminaries

A Control Flow Graph (CFG) is a pair (V,E) where V is the set of nodes,
and E ⊆ V × V is the set of edges. If (n,m) ∈ E we say that there is an edge
from n to m, and that m is a successor of n.

Given a CFG G, a path from node a to node b is a sequence of nodes, n1..nk

where a = n1 and b = nk, such that for all i ∈ 1 . . . k − 1, G contains an edge
from ni to ni+1. We say that the path is non-trivial if k > 1, and we say that b
is reachable from a if there is a path from a to b.

Definition 1. An end node of a CFG is a node e such that

• e has no outgoing edges, and

• e is reachable from all nodes.

Fact 1. A CFG can have at most one end node.

For a node q in a CFG G, we define G/[q→·] as the CFG that results from
removing all outgoing edges from q. More formally, we have

Definition 2. Given G = (V,E) with q ∈ V , G/[q→·] = (V,E′) where E′ =
{(n,m) ∈ E | n ̸= q}.

Fact 2. Assume that in G, q is reachable from all other nodes. Then G/[q→·]
has q as an end node.

We now recall the standard notion of control dependence, formulated for a graph
with an end node.

Definition 3. Consider a CFG G with end node e.
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• We say that m postdominates n if all paths from n to e contain m;

• we say that m strictly postdominates n if m postdominates n and n ̸= m.

Note that e postdominates all nodes.

Definition 4. Consider a CFG G with end node e. We say that n
cd→ m in G

if

1. m does not strictly postdominate n, and

2. there is a non-trivial path n..m where m postdominates all nodes but n.

Lemma 3. Let G have end node e. If n
cd→ m in G then n ̸= e and m ̸= e.

Proof: Since there is a non-trivial path from n to m, n has an outgoing edge,
and hence n ̸= e. Since e postdominates all nodes, we thus infer that e strictly
postdominates n, and hence m ̸= e. 2

We recall the definition given in [1] of weak order dependence, applicable for
arbitrary CFGs:

Definition 5. Given a CFG, we write a
wod→ b, c if

1. there is a path from a to b not containing c,

2. there is a path from a to c not containing b, and

3. a has a successor d such that either

• b is reachable from d and all paths from d to c contain b, or

• c is reachable from d and all paths from d to b contain c.

Fact 4. If a
wod→ b, c then a,b,c are distinct nodes.

3. Weak Order Dependence is Control Dependence

Lemma 5. Given G with nodes a,b,c where b and c are both reachable from all

nodes in G. If a
wod→ b, c in G then either

• a
cd→ b in G/[c→·], or

• a
cd→ c in G/[b→·].

(By Fact 2, G/[c→·] has end node c, and G/[b→·] has end node b.)

Proof: We know (Fact 4) that a, b, c are distinct nodes. Without loss of gener-
ality, we can assume1 that a has a successor d such that

1If d had been such that all paths from d to b contained c then we would prove that a
cd→ c

holds in G/[b→·].
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b is reachable from d, and all paths from d to c contain b (1)

and we shall prove that a
cd→ b holds in G/[c→·]. Since a

wod→ b, c entails that
there is a path in G from a to c not containing b, we see that

in G/[c→·], b does not postdominate a. (2)

By (1) there exists a minimal path π from d to b; note that

b does not occur in any proper prefix of π. (3)

We now infer that π does not contain c. For assume, in order to get a contra-
diction, that π does contain c; since c ̸= b there would be a proper prefix of π
that contains c and by (1) thus also b but this contradicts (3).

Thus π is a path in G/[c→·]. Since a ̸= c we see that

in G/[c→·] there is a path aπ from a to b. (4)

We shall now prove that

in G/[c→·], all nodes in π are postdominated by b. (5)

We therefore assume that in G/[c→·] there is a path π1 from n to c where n is
part of π, and must establish that π1 contains b.

In G/[c→·] there thus is a path π0π1 from d to c where π0 is a proper prefix
of π. But this is also a path in G, so by (1) we infer that π0π1 contains b. But
by (3), π0 cannot contain b. Hence π1 contains b, establishing (5).

From (2,4,5) we see that a
cd→ b does hold in G/[c→·]. 2

4. Control Dependence is Weak Order Dependence

Lemma 6. Given G with nodes a,b,c where a ̸= c and where b is reachable from

all nodes in G. If a
cd→ c in G/[b→·] then a

wod→ b, c in G.

Note that we need the assumption a ̸= c since
cd→ may relate a node to itself

while
wod→ never does that.

Proof: From G/[b→·] having b as end node, by Lemma 3 we infer from a
cd→ c

that c ̸= b and a ̸= b. Thus a, b, c are distinct nodes.

From a
cd→ c and a ̸= c we see that in G/[b→·], c does not postdominate a.

Thus

there is a path in G from a to b that does not contain c. (6)

In G/[b→·] there is a non-trivial path from a to c where c postdominates all nodes
but a. We infer that a has a successor d such that

in G/[b→·], c is reachable from d, and all paths from d to b contain c. (7)

We infer that in G/[b→·] there is a path from d to c that does not contain b, and
since a ̸= b thus
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there is a path in G from a through d to c that does not contain b. (8)

We shall now prove that

all paths in G from d to b contain c. (9)

But if π is a path in G from d to b, it has a (not necessarily proper) prefix π1

such that π1 is also a path from d to b but b does not occur in any proper prefix
of π1. Hence π1 is a path in G/[b→·] from d to b, so by (7) we see that π1 contains
c. But then also π contains c, establishing (9).

From (6,8,9) we see that a
wod→ b, c does hold in G. 2

5. Equivalence Between Closures

Definition 6. Given a CFG G = (V,E). With S a subset of V , we say that S

is closed under
wod→ if a ∈ S whenever a

wod→ b, c for b, c ∈ S.

Definition 7. Given a CFG G = (V,E), and let S be a subset of V with the
property that all nodes in S are reachable from all nodes in V . We then say that

S is →closed under
cd→ if a ∈ S whenever for b, c ∈ S we have a

cd→ b in G/[c→·] .

Theorem 1. Given a CFG G = (V,E). Let S ⊆ V satisfy that all nodes in S

are reachable from all nodes in V . Then S is closed under
wod→ iff S is →closed

under
cd→.

Proof: For the “if” direction, we assume a
wod→ b, c with b, c ∈ S, so as to show

a ∈ S. By Lemma 5, applicable since b, c are reachable from all nodes in V ,

either a
cd→ b holds in G/[c→·] or a

cd→ c holds in G/[b→·]. But in both cases, a ∈ S

follows from S being →closed under
cd→.

For the “only if” direction, we assume a
cd→ b holds in G/[c→·] for b, c ∈ S,

so as to show a ∈ S. If a = b, the claim is trivial. Otherwise, by Lemma 6, we

have a
wod→ b, c, and a ∈ S follows from S being closed under

wod→ . 2

6. Related Work

In the introduction, we discuss two ways in which control dependence defini-
tions may vary: they may require program CFGs to have a unique end node, or
not; or they may be non-termination sensitive or insensitive. Table 1 compares
the control dependence definitions in the literature according to these variations.

Except for WOD [1] and NTSCD [19] that apply to arbitrary CFGs, all other
definitions of control dependence for programs require CFGs to have a unique
end node.

We discuss the main definitions in the literature based on their sensitivity
to non-termination.
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Table 1: Comparison of control dependence definitions.

Non-Termination Unique End Node Arbitrary CFG
Insensitive Weiser [21] WOD [1]

Ferrante et al. [8, 12]
Sensitive Podgurski and Clarke [18, 17] NTSCD and DOD [19]

The earliest definition of control dependence is Weiser’s, that is derived from
the dependence that Denning and Denning called ‘implicit information flow’ [7].
This dependence captures the influence a predicate p has over a node, n when
p ‘controls’ whether n is either definitely executed (by selecting one of the two
branches emerging from p), or whether it is possibly avoided (by selecting the
other branch emerging from p).

Ferrante et al. [8, 12] redefine control dependence in terms of a Control Flow
Graph requiring it to have an entry and end node, such that all nodes can reach
the end node. However, this is not realistic for programs that may, deliberately
and of necessity, fail to terminate; such programs may not have an end node in
their flow graph.

The first non-termination sensitive definition of control dependence was
given by Podgurski and Clarke [18, 17] in 1989 who observed that it is pos-
sible for a predicate p to influence the execution of a node n simply by making
infinitely many choices (at p) to traverse a branch that leads back to p before
n is executed. In this way, a predicate can ‘choose’ to fail to terminate and,
thereby, exclude the execution of some other node that p would otherwise fail
to control.

Kamkar [13] (p. 166) argues that for some applications of slicing it will be
necessary for slicing to use the termination sensitive form of dependence.

7. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we show how recent notions of control dependence for non-
terminating computations can be re-formulated in terms of traditional notions
of control dependence. More precisely, when a,b,c are distinct, a is weakly order
dependent on b and c if and only if a is either control dependent on b when
all outgoing edges from c have been removed, or control dependent on c when
all outgoing edges from b have been removed. This is important because of the
fundamental importance of control dependence in many other program analyses
such as program slicing.

As a corollary to this work, we would like to explore how NTSCD (augmented
with DOD) relates to Podgurski and Clarke’s notion of control dependence [18,
17], and see if one can be expressed in terms of another.
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